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	As the number of forensic science and forensic chemistry degree programs has increased over the last few years, Forensic Chemistry was the first book to specifically address this rapidly growing field. It introduces the principal areas of study from the perspective of analytical chemistry, addressing the legal context in which forensic chemistry is conducted, types of samples and matrices, variety of sample types encountered, and extensive use of instrumentation. It offers a solid foundation for basic chemistry, introducing chemical concepts and practices from a forensic perspective — including multivariate statistics, quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC), and protocols used in working forensic laboratories.

	

	Introduction; Statistics, Sampling, and Data Quality; Multivariate Statistics, Calibration, and Quality Assurance; Sample Preparation and Chromatography; Instrumentation and Microscopy; Drugs and Pharmacology; Forensic Drug Analysis I — Overview and Acidic Drugs; Forensic Drug Analysis II — Basic Drugs; Chemistry of Combustion I: Arson; Combustion II: Explosives and Gunshot Residue; Chemistry of Color: Inks and Paint; Chemistry of Polymers: Fibers, Paper, Plastics and Adhesives/

	

	A useful reference for anyone interested in forensics or for chemistry professionals.
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Problems and Solutions in Biological Sequence AnalysisCambridge University Press, 2006
Bioinformatics, an integral part of post-genomic biology, creates principles and ideas for computational analysis of biological sequences. These ideas facilitate the conversion of the flood of sequence data unleashed by the recent information explosion in biology into a continuous stream of discoveries. Not surprisingly, the new biology of the...
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Pro .NET 2.0 Graphics Programming (Expert's Voice in .NET)Apress, 2005

	The release of the .NET Framework has changed the programming landscape for Microsoft

	application developers. Graphics programming has been affected as much as any other area.

	Whereas the Windows Graphical Device Interface (GDI) was once used to draw to a device, the

	.NET Framework now gives us GDI+.





	GDI+ consists...
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High Performance MySQL: Optimization, Backups, and ReplicationO'Reilly, 2012

	We wrote this book to serve the needs of not just the MySQL application developer but also the MySQL database administrator. We assume that you are already relatively experienced with MySQL. We also assume some experience with general system administration, networking, and Unix-like operating systems.

	

	The second edition of...
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Artificial Intelligence on the Sinclair QL: Make Your Micro ThinkSunshine Books, 1984
Artificial Intelligence on the Sinclair QL introduces the concepts involved in Al. The book shows you how to implement Al routines on your QL and turn it into an intelligent machine which can hald a conversation with you, give you rational advice, learn from you and even teach you.

The book explains AI from first principles and assumes...
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Tech Mining: Exploiting New Technologies for Competitive AdvantageJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
In the “information economy,” we recognize the increasing availability of
information. On the one hand, we can be intimidated by the overwhelming
amount of information bearing down on us. On the other hand, we now have
tools to enable us to garner great value from that information quite readily.
New information...
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Smashing Photoshop CS5: 100 Professional Techniques (Smashing Magazine Book Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Yippie! I am thrilled that you picked up this book because it’s loaded with 100 creative and
	innovative ideas to help jumpstart your creativity and teach you to do more with your designs
	and photographs, faster and better, with Photoshop. Aft er fl ipping through the pages, you’ll
	soon discover how valuable an addition this...
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